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AMEC-BCCM believes that no one's philosophy of man can contribute to the development of his country only if he is balanced, integrated and rounded enough. He believes that his life in this world is guided and illuminated by the word and teachings of Almighty God. Dr. Damaseno J. Ago, the founder of this system, believes that our country, especially the Bikor region, would be
great if we could mold young people, men and women to be morally upright, creative and productive in goods and ideas. Leadership training is required. Therefore, these learning institutions are committed through the offering of curricula to involve students in academic and non-academic activities. These universities are exploring ways and means by which their impact on our
youth and their society can create a peaceful and enjoyed life based on biblical principles. Blending traditional values with modern innovations associated with prevailing conditions and constraints must always be at the top of the AMEC system. As AMEC-BCCM continues its journey toward academic excellence and service, founder Dr. Damaseno J. Ago's vision is pinned on this
doctrine, saying, We are physicians. It's a proud title. It carries privileges. Have privileges. Above all, we are accountable. Not only for the future of the great profession, but also for the suffering lives of our companions from the human condition. We do not fail these responsibilities for personal advantage. If you fail, the sick will fail. If you fail, the well will fail. If you fail, you fail. If we
fail, humanity will fail. But if successful, it will illuminate the brightest page in your medical history. The brightest of such things must be our faith until the next change of faith. Truly, here at Bikor Christian College of Medicine, God Heals and We Serve! other video institutions that promote scholarships, leadership, character, and service as its core values, Bikor University remains
the best state university in the Bikor area. Founded in 1969, it has risen to SAC Level IV status, a prestige we have enjoyed since 1998. Bicol University, home to the top notchers in the fields of accounting, engineering, midwifery, nursing, and social work, evolved from six reputable educational institutions integrated to form the first state university in Region V through the Republic
Act enacted on June 21, 1969. The Faculty of Education was founded from the fusion of Vicolteachers College (BTC) and its laboratory school, Daraga East Central School in Daraga and Albay High School in legaspi city. The Bicol Regional School of Arts and Trade (BRSAT), which has professional high school credits, is a precursor to the Faculty of Engineering.of industrial
technology. Rojas Memorial Agricultural School (RMAS) in Guinovatan, Albay province, which also has a vocational high school, became a agricultural and forestry vocational school. Tobacco City and its high school became a fisheries college now known as tobacco campuses. Bikor University was established on June 21, 1969 through the passage of The Republic Act 5521, but
was institutionalized by Resolution 1 on September 21, 1970. Section 2 of the aforementioned law mandates that the following schools make up the university: Baikol Teachers College (BTC), which has the Laboratory School (BTCLS) in Daraga Albay, and Daraga East Central School, also the same municipality, Alvey High School in legaspi city, all of which are laboratory
schools and faculties of education. The Bicol Regional Arts and Trade School (BRSAT) in Legaspi is now a university of engineering and industrial technology. The Faculty of Fisheries at Rojas Memorial Agricultural School (RMAS) Tobacco Albay in Guinovatan, Albay, now an agricultural university, and the University of Fisheries, now known as the Bikol University Tobacco
Campus.. These academic institutions, most of them established for more than half a century, formed the Matrix of Bikor University. Through the leadership of historian lawyer Dr. Ricardo A. Arsila, as the first president of Bikor University, were prosecuted against the institution for its existence for 10 years, indicating the developmental pathways of BU. Unity and Harmony were
achieved considerably among the early constituents within the university credits, and policy decisions were systemized. To create the powerful power of the forward movement in education and research, graduate education was offered in June 1972 in the first batch of master's programs in art and education. In the same year, the Faculty of Arts and Sciences was established, and
in 1973 the College of Nursing was established, and the university's presence over the following decade was marked by a new spectrum of connections with several organizations and institutions, rapid growth, and activities such as cultural research centers, computer centers, and audiovisual production centers. As Judge Aquilino B. Bont operated the university's gears,
decentralization of the university's administrative and financial management was realized. Thereby giving universities more autonomy. It is on his merits that BU's mid-term development plan has been developed. In 1981, an external funding program supported by the World Bank was organized – the Fisheries Technology regional research institute at the University of Fisheries
aimed to give an enhanced diploma of the fisheries technology program. The diploma program remained in place after world bank support ended on December 31, 1988.1987 was important to bu agricultural university (BUCA) because of the time when it was selected as one of the implementers of the Agricultural Technology Education Program Agricultural Training Institute of the
Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports. Financed by a loan from the Asian Development Bank, BUCA served as a pilot regional technical institute for agriculture. With the rise of the Institute of Communication and Cultural Studies (BUCCS), he entered the Bachelor's Program in Communication Arts and held the Center for Regional Science education in the Department of
Science and Technology in Regional V (DOST). Dr. Patria G. Lorenzo (3rd generation) has developed infrastructure thanks to the achievements of the third generation of the world, who serves as many educators and leaders. But cultural and value transformation was parring. The increase in enrollment and the demand for a change in the times opened the way for the
establishment of the BS Forestry Program in 1993. Therefore, the Faculty of Agriculture was changed to Agriculture and Forestry University. Similarly, the University of Fisheries was rebuilt into the BU Tobacco Campus, and the following year the Science Education Center sponsored by BU was made a component unit of the university. Over a span of three years, the BU Gubat
campus was converted into the Bicol University Expansion Program, as well as that of Camp Crame.1995 the Computer Science Laboratory was born in response to the extreme mobility of communication and information technology. Its creation was hand in hand with the formation of the Institute of Physical Education, Sport and Recreation, which renamed the School of Arts and
Trade a university of industrial technology and manages the university's PE classes and sports and recreation programs. All this would not have happened without Dr. Lilia Corporal Senna, the fourth university president to take a bold step toward expanding BU's academic, research and expansion efforts. From 1999 to 2003, the university's decentralized administrative and fiscal
system was strengthened. Dramatic advances in information and technology programs have been achieved, and a comprehensive development plan has been developed. Under the presidency of Dr. Emiliano A. Abelin, the university similarly integrated a Filipino artisan school in Porangi, Albay. The unit is now known as BU Plangui Campus.Bicol University and continues to build
a viable way to be at the forefront of service to the community and nation. Under the stewardship of Dr. Susana C. Cabredo(6th President), the blueprint for the Comprehensive Development (ComDev) plan has finally materialized. It opened the way for the reorganization of the university's academic courses, which have resulted in at least four new universities: the College of Arts
and Letters (CAL), the University of ScienceDr. Cabredo of the School of Business, Economics and Business Administration (CBEM), the University of Social Philosophy (CSSP), was also influenced by administrative issuance aimed at achieving the essence of the ComDev plan, including the deployment of human resources and faculty, clustering the administrative and
academic workforce, and designating staff for new posts. The institution wants individuals to become purists of academic excellence through productive scholarships in a world where individuals fill their cups, with a view to providing the labor market with quality graduates for global development, with a view to providing high-quality graduates for global development, with a pace
and direction to follow. An effective and efficient admission system that conducts thorough examinations at the end. As an exam center, the office must evolve from a school, industry, clinical and community setting to a formally accredited regional psycho-education test center that provides the psychological testing needs of external clients. Settings.
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